
Node JS Developer Salary
Comparison in Various European
Countries 



US – $74,081
UK – £32,849 ($43,141)
Germany – €43,865 ($51,551)
France – €32,000 ($37,607)
Ukraine – $24,000
Austria – €35,375 ($41,573)
Switzerland – CHF 91,552 ($94,515)
Netherlands – €40,238 ($47,288)
Ireland – €31,445 ($35,955)
Belgium – €34,888 ($41,001)

Here is a typical Node JS developer salary in different countries to help you. In this comparison,
we use the salary information website PayScale, which provides net salaries that exclude taxes,
and we compare developers with 1-4 years of experience to make the comparison more
accurate. Note that as these are all user-reported salaries, the values may be inaccurate, but
they nevertheless provide us with a reasonable comparison of the relative salaries in these
countries. Here are the average salaries of Node.js developers with 1-4 years of experience in
the USA and Europe:
 

Node JS Programmer Salary

Node JS developer salary
PayScale

https://mobilunity.com/
https://mobilunity.com/blog/average-node-js-developer-salary/
http://www.payscale.com/


Node.js Coder Rates: Europe vs the USA 

In order to get a complete picture on how devs skilled in this technology are paid across the
world, we have made even a more thorough research on Node JS developer salary in different
countries. It is based on a middle-level programmer wage since senior and junior JavaScript
developer salary can be very different for different companies and different projects. The
results are as follows.

https://mobilunity.com/


If to look for an average senior Node JS developer salary in Europe, we will discover that such
experts are highly appreciated in the UK and their wage can reach $7,700 as an average. While
net junior Node JS developer salary may start from  $3,800. However, Ukraine is one of the
most profitable locations to hire developers from if you are looking for the most affordable
ways of extending your development team.

The table above presents the results on an average salary of Node.js programmers in some
American cities.
 

https://mobilunity.com/


As we can see, the indicators are rather different. Still, if to look at the freelance  JavaScript
developer hourly rate across the country, this indicator is $20-60/per hour on the average.

Finally, we decided to compare Node.js developer salary in the USA, Europe, and Canada in order
to discover what technologies are among the highest-paid.

Rates Comparison by Technologies
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NODEJS PROGRAMMER SALARIES IN DIFFERENT CITIES OF AMERICA

NODE ENGINEER WAGES ACCORDING TO THE TECHNOLOGY IN CANADA

ANGULAR.JS, METEOR.JS, NODE.JS DEVELOPER SALARY IN EUROPE
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